Dear Members and Concerned Citizens,

The National Association of Social Workers – NYC Chapter sincerely thanks our members, social work community, and allies for your advocacy and helping to pass the repeal of 50a - S.3695 (Bailey) / A.2513 (O'Donnell)!

THANK YOU for answering the call to action, and for joining us in our work towards equity, justice, and transparency. Social Workers have always and continue to play a significant role in shaping society. Your efforts add to our legacy and the history of our profession.

Thank you for making YOUR voice and OUR heard on such landmark legislation! YOU make a difference every day and this is a testament to the power of advocacy and the power of social work!

WE DID IT! #SocialWorkinTheCity! #AdvocacyMatters #NASW-NYC #StrongerTogether!

Dr. Claire Green-Forde
Executive Director - NASW-NYC